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Artificial Intelligence

Agiloft AI Core
Transform your business operations with Artificial Intelligence. Uncover hidden value in your contracts and automate contracting
operations through the power of the Agiloft AI Core.

Agiloft AI Core: The value is in the architecture
AI is the most rapidly changing area of technology today. Models built on proprietary frameworks even a year ago are already
entering obsolescence. Agiloft is the leader of AI for Enterprise CLM through its open standards-based approach to Artificial
Intelligence. With native support for TensorFlow, PyTorch, and Hugging Face models, you not only benefit from Agiloft AI
capabilities that operate on state-of-the-art machine learning infrastructure, you can also easily train and deploy your own
custom machine learning models on the Agiloft platform to analyze the data in your KB and automate AI-based decision making.
The AI Core natively integrates with the Amazon SageMaker platform, which enables the hosting of AI capabilities in your own
dedicated AWS account and no-code access to Amazon’s prebuilt machine learning models.
The AI Core can manage a dedicated SageMaker account for you, or you can use your own account for hosting custom-built AI
capabilities. Agiloft can help you develop custom AI Capabilities with its world-class data scientists as well as its state-of-the art
platform and annotation services for the development of natural language processing AI capabilities.

AI-powered workflow automation delivered on a no-code platform
The AI Core integrates with a growing ecosystem of modern machine learning algorithms that enable Agiloft’s AI Capabilities for
CLM. Agiloft modules that use the AI Core can implement AI-driven data and workflow automation systems that make end-toend management of business processes significantly more efficient, reduce risk in the contract lifecycle, and make contracts
more profitable.

Prebuilt Natural Language AI Capabilities for contract lifecycle management
Agiloft is continuously extending the contracts AI, which is a set of AI Capabilities that is ready out-of-the-box to analyze contract
documents and extract up to ninety different data points. The contracts AI also includes the automatic identification of contract
types and the evaluation of contract risks by analyzing contract language in context of the organization’s standard clauses and
approved language. AI Capabilities for contract lifecycle management (CLM) include:

> Classification: Identify document or contract type

> Risk Scoring: Calculates contract risk based on contract

> Data Extraction: Extract metadata from contracts

> Prioritization: Prioritize contracts for review based on

> Clause Extraction: Identify and extract clauses from

> Custom AI: Customize and extend any AI capability to fit

contracts

language, approved language, and contract metadata

risk analysis

your use case without writing code
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AI Capabilities benefits
• Use prebuilt AI Capabilities to immediately extract
metadata and important clauses from contracts

• Customize and extend any AI Capability to work with your
use case scenario

• Classify, extract metadata, and analyze documents such
as standard offers, invoices, agreements, etc.

• Deploy custom AI Capabilities in your own Amazon
SageMaker account or let Agiloft host a dedicated
SageMaker account for you

• Automate batch processing as well as complete single
document processing as needed
• Seamlessly integrate AI Capabilities with your existing
tables, rules, and workflows

• Get access to state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms
developed by Amazon and Facebook

Fully custom AI: How it works
The Agiloft AI Core is an integrative component of Agiloft that lets you connect KB data with major machine learning platforms,
giving you access to state-of-the-art machine learning models. Connect your platform account with Agiloft and then use the
Agiloft AI Core to configure, train, evaluate, and use available machine learning models with KB data. Configure Actions, Rules, and
Workflows with your trained AI Capabilities using Agiloft’s no-code platform.
Develop your own machine learning models using the AI Core’s open AI architecture and fully integrated training environment,
then deploy securely on Amazon SageMaker and instantly AI-enable your Agiloft CLM or other critical business process. There are
virtually no limits on scale or complexity for extending your machine learning models with the Agiloft AI Core.

Connect your Agiloft KB with Amazon SageMaker to
seamlessly configure, train, and use prebuilt machine
learning algorithms to make sense of your data
Agiloft AI Core licensing: What’s included
AI CORE FEATURE

ENTERPRISE

ENTERPRISE EXTENDED

Prebuilt AI Capabilities (for Extraction, Risk scoring, etc.)

X

X

Use AI Capabilities in Actions and Workflows

X

X

Modify Existing SageMaker/TensorFlow Algorithms

X

Training and Tutorials for SageMaker/TensorFlow

X

Build custom AI with your own machine learning models

X

For More Information
Contact Agiloft today at 1-888-727-2209, Ext. 1 or visit our product information page to learn more.

About Agiloft
Organizations ranging from small enterprises to U.S. government agencies and Fortune 100 companies depend on Agiloft’s top
rated product suites for Contract Management, Service Desk, Custom Workflow, and more. Agiloft specializes in automating
processes that are too complex for competing vendors. Our best practice templates and adaptable technology ensure rapid
deployment and a fully extensible system. For more information, visit https://www.agiloft.com.
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